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ABSTRACT 
A convex compact set K of probability measnres is called satunzted if K = L(K) 
n P, where L(K) is the closed linear hull of K. We give a geometric characterization 
of saturated sets. This results in a characterization of stochastic matrices which are 
“ quasi-bipositive.” 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a compact T, space and P the set of regular Bore1 probability 
measures on X. A convex and weak-* compact subset K of P is called 
saturated if K = L(K)n P, where L(K) is the closed linear hull of K. This 
concept was introduced in the thesis of F. Balibrea Gallego in connection 
with a general theory of summability [2, p. 581. Under a mild hypothesis on 
K we give a simple geometric characterization of saturated sets. 
Saturated sets have a connection with Markov operators. Let C(X) be the 
space of real valued continuous functions on X. A linear operator T on C(X) 
is called Markov if T > 0 (i.e., f > 0 implies Tf > 0) and Tl = 1. A Markov 
operator is called quasi-bipositive [I, p. 3131 if Tf > 0 implies there exists 
f0 >, 0 with Tf = TfO. (If T- ’ exists, then T-’ > 0, i.e., T is “ bipositive.“) By 
[l, p. 3141, if T has closed range, then it is qbp iff the adjoint [acting on 
C( X )* = regular Bore1 measures] is also qbp, and 1 is an interior point of 
T( C( X )’ ). Since Tl = 1, it is easy to check the following for a closed range 
Markov operator: T* is qbp iff L(T*P)n P = T*(C(X)*)n P = T*P; that is, 
T* is qbp iff K = T*P is a saturated set. 
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It would be nice to give a characterization of qbp operators using the idea 
of saturated set. In this paper we are only able to achieve this in the finite 
dimensional case, i.e., where we assume X = { 1,. . . , n } with the discrete 
topology, C(X) is essentially R”, and T is considered as an n by n stochastic 
matrix. Our characterization is in terms of a certain combinatorial structure 
in the zero enties of the matrix. 
Before proceeding, we slightly modify the definition of saturated set. 
With K as above, let A(K) be the closed affirm hull of K, i.e., the weak-* 
closure of finite sums &mir where mi E K and Cti = 1. Since each m is a 
probability, we have A(K) f? P = L(K) f’ P, so K is saturated iff K = 
A(K)n P. 
We also note that the requirement mentioned above, that 1 be interior to 
T( C( X) + ), is stronger than needed: it is only required that T( C( X) + ) have 
nonvoid interior relative to T( C( X)). Now this last condition always holds in 
the finite dimensional case, so we need not mention it again when we deal 
with stochastic matrices. [Proof: From Tf = Tp - Tf - we see that the cone 
T( C( X)’ ) generates the linear space T(C(X)), so in R” let C be a cone and 
L its linear span. We may assume 0 E C and L = RP. Let xr, . . . , xp be a 
maximal linearly independent set in C, and consider K = conv( x r, . . . , x p, 0). 
Then K c C, and K is the basic simplex in RP generated by the basis plus 
the origin, so int K # 0. Namely, Ca ixi is an interior point if each a i > 0 and 
Ca, < 1.1 
2. SATURATED SETS 
Theorem 2.1 will give our characterization of saturated sets. Recall that if 
K is a convex set, a convex subset F is a face if whenever tr + (1 - t )y E F, 
where 0 < t < 1 and x, y E K, we must have x E F and y E F. Note that if 
x E K, then the smallest face of K containing x is 
{y:forsomezEKandO<t<l, x=ty+(l-t)z}. 
We do not assume faces are closed sets. 
A final word on notation. If W is a topological space and A c B C W, 
then int s A is the interior of A considered as a set in the space B with its 
induced topology; and likewise for bndry, A, etc. Note that x E int a A 
means that x is not a limit point of the set B \ A. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf K is saturated, then for any proper face F of K, 
F c bndry,(,,[A(K)n P]. Zf we assume int,(,) K # 0, then the converse 
holds. 
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Proof. Assume K is saturated, and suppose the conclusion fails, i.e., 
there exists a proper face F such that F meets int,(,)[ A( K) n P]. Let m be 
in the intersection, choose p E K \ F, and define 9(t) = tp +(l - t)m E 
A(K) for all real t. Since lim, _ a9( t ) = m, there exists t < 0 such that 
q=.tp+(l-t)mEint,(,)[A(K)nP]. 
We shall show that 9 @ K. Now 
m=(l-t)-‘q-t(l-t)-‘p=sq+(l-s)p, 
where 0 < s < 1. If 9 E K, then since p E K and m E F, a face of K, we 
conclude that p E F, contrary to the definition of p. Hence 9 e K. Since 
9 E A(K) n P, it follows that K is not saturated, a contradiction. 
For the converse, assume int,(,) K # 0. Supposing K is not saturated, we 
shall show that the condition on proper faces fails. Assume 9 E A(K) n P \ K. 
Let V = int,(,) K; for XEV, let L,= {tq+(l-t)x: O<t<l}; and let 
W=U{L,:rEV}.Clearly, WcA(K)nP,andwe’llshowthatWisopen 
[relative to the induced topology on A(K)] in A(K) n P. Let p E L, for 
some x E V, say p = tq + (1 - t)x (0 < t < 1). If p is not interior to W, then 
there exists a net p(a) + p (weak-*) with p(a) E W for all a. Define x(a) 
by the formula 
so p(u) = t9 +(l - t)x(u). Since p(u) + p, we have x(u) -+ (l- t)-’ 
(p - t9) = x. Since x E V and V is open, x(u) E V for some a, and so for this 
a, p(a) = t9 +(l - t)x(u) E L,,,, C W, a contradiction. 
To find a proper face F with F C bndry,(,,[A(K)n P], fix x E V. Since 
K is closed and convex and 9 E K, there exists p = t9 + (1 - t)x: E L, n K 
such that 
O<t<s implies sq+(l-s)xGK. (*> 
Let F be the smallest face of K containing p. To show F is proper, we show 
x G F. But 
F= {yEK:ThereexistszEKandO<r<lwithp=~+(l-r)z}. 
If XEF, then there exists ZEK such that p=m+(l-r)x (O&r<<). 
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Now r # 0, since p E bndry,,,, K and x E int,(,) K, so p + x. We have 
Since 0 < r < 1, we get t/r > t, so by (*), z 4 K, a contradiction. 
Now p E F and p Eint,&A(K)n P], so F Q bndry,,,,[A(K)n P]. w 
REMARK 2.2. For an example of a saturated set K with int,(,) K = 0, 
let X = [0, l] and K = P. Note that if m is a signed measure, m E A(K) iff 
m(X) = 1. It is easy to check that each element of K is a weak-* cluster 
point of A(K) \ K. 
To show the need for the hypothesis int,(,) K # 0 in the sufficiency part 
of Theorem 2.1, let X = [O,l] and K = {m E P: m({O}) > i}, which is 
compact and convex. [For compactness, note that if A is a closed set and 
mk + m weak-*, then m(A) > limsup m,(A).] Elements of K have the form 
m = [m - m(P~)hJ + m(P~)&~ where the first component is a signed 
measure orthogonal to S,, the Dirac measure at 0. It follows easily that 
elements of A(K) have the form m = m, + k&,, where m, is a signed 
measure orthogonal to 8, and k = 1- ml(X). Then (1) A(K)n P = P # K, 
so K is not saturated, and (2) the facial condition of Theorem 2.1 holds 
vacuously because int,(,)[ A( K) n P] = int,(,) P = 0. 
The finite dimensional case is quite different. Let X = { 1,2,. . . , 12 } with 
the discrete topology. The space of measures C(X)* may be identified with 
the space of n-tuples (a,, . . . , a ,), i.e., with R”, and then P = 
{(u 1,“‘, un):ai>O, &zi=l}. In this case if K = P, then int,(,)K = 
{(a,)~ P:u,>O for all i}, b ecause weak-* convergence coincides with 
pointwise convergence. 
COROLLARY 2.3. ZfX = { 1,. . . , n > and K is a closed convex subset of P, 
then int A(x) K # 0. Hence the condition on proper faces in Theorem 2.1 is 
both necessary and sufficient fm K to be saturated. 
Proof. Let x1,..., xP be a maximal affinely independent subset of K. If 
p = 1, then K is a singleton, so the result holds trivially. Otherwise the set 
yl=x,-x,,...,y,_,=x,_,-x, is linearly independent in R”. Then 
y,, . . . , yP_ r is a maximal independent subset of K - x,, and so the linear hull 
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L(Y 1,...,y,_,)=L(K-x,)isisomorphictoRP-’.N~~conv(y,,...,yp_1,0) 
is isomorphic to the simplex in R P- ’ determined by its basis plus the origin, 
so clearly it has nonvoid interior in R P- ‘. (The interior consists of &I iyi such 
that~ui<1andai>Ofori=1,...,p-1.)Sinceconv(y,,...,y,_,)cK-p, 
the latter also has nonvoid interior in RP-‘. Now adding xP, we get 
K c BP-l + x, = A( I<), so K has nonvoid interior in A(K). n 
3. STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
Let x = (I..., n }, so C(X) = R”. A Markov operator T on C( X ) is 
representable as a stochastic matrix ( ai j) where aij > 0 and Zj ui j = 1. As 
noted in the Introduction, T is a quasi-bipositive iff “T*P” is a saturated set. 
Now T*P is a compact convex subset of P whose extreme points have the 
form T*ai. Let R,, . . . , R, be the rows of the matrix T, and let the (distinct) 
extreme rows be Ricl), . . . , R,(,), where 1~ r Q n. Our conditions will involve 
the extreme rows. 
In [l] we discussed a class of Markov operators called “generalized 
Markov projections,” which are qpb. (Generalized Markov projections need 
not always be projections.) We shall not repeat here the somewhat compli- 
cated definition; suffice it to say that in the finite dimensional case a Markov 
operator is qpb iff the (distinct) extreme rows have disjoint supports. (One 
uses 2.3(b) of [l] to construct the projection S.) It turned out that the gmp 
condition is not necessary for qbp, as the following example shows [l, p. 3151: 
Our characterization of qbp will show this example to be fairly prototypical. 
REMARI( 3.1. Our simplest result is obtained when K = T*P is a simplex, 
so we treat this case first. The general case requires some extra discussion. 
Recall that if R 1,. . . , R, are the extreme points of K, where we assume 
p > 1, then T is a simplex iff the following equivalent conditions hold: 
(a) The set R, - R,, . . . , R,_ 1 - R, is linearly independent. 
03) If {Ri(i)>***, R,(,,} is a proper subset of the extremes, then its convex 
huh is a face of K. 
For example, a square in R2 is not a simplex because (b) fails. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let T = (ai .) be a stochastic matrix with distinct extreme 
rows Ri(l),..., RiC,j,andsucht tK=T*PisasimplexinR”.lhenTisqbp k 
i# for each j=l,..., r the set of rows { RiClj,. . ., R,,,,} \ { Ri, .,} has a 
comrrwn zero entry which is not shared by RiCjj, i.e., for each J ’ fi t ere exists 
k(j) such that aiCwj,kCjj = 0 (w # j), but ai~j~,k~j~ > 0. 
Proof. Assume that T is qbp, so that by [l, Theorem 3.31 T * is qbp and 
hence K = T*P is saturated. For j = 1,. . . , r let Fj be the convex huh of 
{ Ri(i), * *. 9 R,(,,} \ { Ricj,}. Since K is a simplex, each Fj is a proper face. If 
the conclusion fails, then there is a j such that for each nonzero entry of Ricjj 
there exists a corresponding nonzero entry in one of the other extreme rows. 
Let 
w=&T{Rq,r:k=l,..., j-I,j+l,..., r>. 
Then w E Fj, a proper face of K, and w has a maximum number of nonzero 
rows in K, i.e., a zero entry of w is a zero entry of all elements of K, and 
hence of A(K). It follows that w can’t be a limit point of elements of A(K) 
with negative entries, i.e., of elements of A(K) \ P. Thus Fj b: 
bndry,&A(K)n PI, contrary to Theorem 2.1. 
Conversely, suppose the condition on extreme rows holds. Rather than 
use Corollary 2.3, we prefer to give a direct proof that T is qbp. Let x be a 
vectorsuchthat Tx(j)>O, j=l,..., n. Let a j = TX(~). We’ll define a vector 
x0 such that x,(j)>O, j=l,..., n and TxO=Tx. For each j=l,..., r, let 
k(j) be the index such that ai(w),k(j)=O (w # j), but ai(j),k(j) > 0, and 
define x,(k(j)) = aj/aiCjJ,k(jj. If i is not one of k(l),..., k(r), let x0(i) = 0. 
Now for j = l,..., r, Tx,(i(j)) = a. ,cJj, ktjpo(k( j)) = a j = Tx( i( j)). If i is not 
one of i(l), . . . , i(r), then by Krein-Milman the row Ri is a convex combination 
of Ri(i),***,Ri(,), and hence TX,(~) is the same convex combination of 
Tx,(i(l)), . . . , TxO(i(r)). Since Tx,(i(j)) = Tx(i(j)) for j = l,..., T, we have 
Txo( i) = Tr( i) for ah i. n 
REMARK 3.3. The theorem may be rephrased as follows: if (a i j) is as in 
the theorem and K a simplex, then T = (aij) is qbp iff it contains an r by r 
submatrix which is a “subpermutation” matrix, i.e., a permutation matrix, but 
with nonzero entries which may be less than one. Hence 
COROLLARY 3.4. lf a stochastic matrix is invertible, then the inverse is 
positive iff the matrix i.s a permutation matrix. 
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Proof. It is easy to check that K is a simplex, so 3.3 applies. 
(This last result is apparently known-cf. [3].) 
4. THE GENERAL CASE 
We first make some remarks on convex structure in R”. We shall denote 
the probabilities in R^ by P”. If x = (x,,.. . , xn) E P”, let X(X) = {i: xi = 0) 
and coz(x) = {i: xi > 0). If ektlj,.. ., ek.,) is a set of extremes of P”, then 
their convex hull is a face of P”, and every face has this form. This face may 
also be described as 
{xEP”:xi=0,i4 {k(l),...,k(T)}} 
= {xEP”:coz(r)c {k(l),...,k(r)}}. 
If x E P”, the smallest face containing x is 
conv( ek(,), . . . , e,(,) : r,(j)fO, j=l,..., r)= {yEP~:coz(y)CCoz(x)}. 
Finally note that for x E P”, x E int,(,.) P” iff lci > 0 for all i. 
LEMMA 4.1. bndry,,,,[A(K)fl P”] c bndry,,,., P”. 
Proof. If x E bndry,,,,[ A(K)n P”], then there exists a net x, + r with 
x,~A(K)\[A(K)nP”]cA(P”)\P”,sox~bndry,,,.,P~. n 
REMARK 4.2. If K is saturated and F is a proper face, then Lemma 4.1 
implies F c bndryACFn, P”. We show later that the converse is not true. In 
order to “make it true,” we replace P” by the smallest face of P” which 
contains K. We call this face P” (a slight abuse of notation). It is easy to see 
that 
P”=conv{ei:iEcoz(K)}, where COZ(K)=U{~~~(~):~EK}. 
We now have 
P130P0sIT10~. Zf for each proper face F of K, F c bndqA,,wj P”, then 
K is saturated in P”. 
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REMARK. A(P”) is isomorphic to IX”-‘. 
Proof. If K is not saturated, then there exists a proper face F and x E F 
such that x 4 bndry,&A(K)n P”]. Since, easily, A(K)n P” = A(K)n P”, 
we have x E int,(,J A(K)n P”]. We’ll show that x 6~ bndry,,,wj P”, con- 
trary to hypothesis. 
First, since x E int 
1 
A(KJA(K)r) P”], it follows that xkcj) > 0 for j = 
,*a*, w. For suppose rk(j) = 0 for some j. We choose y E K such that 
yk(j) > 0. (y exists, by definition of P”.) Now form z = (1 - t)x + ty. If 
t ~0, then ZEA(K)\ P”, and as t -+ 0, we have z + X, contrary to 
x Eint,(,,[A(K)n P”]. Now since rk(j)>O for j= I..., w, we have XE 
int,(P) P”. n 
EXAMPLE 4.3. For an example of nonsaturated K such that each proper 
face is contained in the boundary of P”, let K be the line in P3 from (l,O,O) 
to (i, i,O). So it is natural to replace P3 by the smallest face containing K, 
namely the line from (l,O,O) to (0, l,O), which we call P2. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let P” be the smallest face of P” containing K. Then K 
is saturated ifs whenever x E K belongs to a proper face of K, we have 
z(x)nCOz(PW) #PI, where coz(P”) = U{coz(y): y E P”}. 
Proof. By Remark 4.2, K is saturated iff each proper face satisfies 
F c bndry,,,w, P”. But x is in this latter set iff z(X)ncoz(Pw) z0. n 
THEOREM 4.5. Let T be an n by n stochastic matrix with extreme rows 
R R,, 1,“‘, and let P” be the smallest face of P” containing K = 
conv(R,,..., Rp). Then T is qbp iff whenme-r conv(Rko),..., R,,,,) is a 
pTOpf?r facf? of K, the TOWS Rkclj,...,Rkc,) have a common zero which is not a 
cmnmon zero for all rows of the matrix. 
Proof. This is just a restatement of Theorem 4.4. n 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Consider 
! 
1 1 2 2 0 0 
0 
T= ; f 
0 
f 0 0 I +’ 0 0 f i 
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All rows are extreme, and their convex hull is not a simplex, since as points in 
R4, they form the comers of a two-dimensional square. P” = P4, and 
the proper faces are conv(R,, R,), conv(Rs, R4), conv(R,, R3), and 
conv(R3, R4), where Ri is the ith row. By Theorem 4.5, T is qbp. (This is 
easy to verify directly.) It is instructive to sketch P4 as a tetrahedron in R3 
and sketch in K. 
Compare this with the matrix S whose first three rows are the same as 
T ‘s, but whose fourth row is (O,O, i, i). In this case K is a simplex, since now 
the set R,-- R,, R,- R,, R, - R, is linearly independent. Since 
conv(Ri, R,, R3) is a proper face and COZ(R~)U~~~(R~)U~~~(R~)= 
{ 1,2,3,4}, the common zero fails to exist, so S is not qbp. (That K is not 
saturated may be verified geometrically by modifying the sketch for T, and 
noting that in this case K is a tetrahedron in P4. More generally, if 
int r K # 0, then K is saturated in P iff K = P-exercise.) 
Note that T and S are combinatorially the same, so that our test for qbp 
cannot be purely combinatoric. It would be nice to have a purely combina- 
toric way to identify matrices for which K is a simplex. The following result 
will imply that this is possible if T is already known to be qbp, but 
apparently not otherwise. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let K be saturated and P” as above. If x and y belong to 
distinct proper faces, then [z(x)\ z(y)]f1coz(P~)#0 and [z(y)\ z(x)]n 
coz(P”) #0. 
Proof. If [z(x)\ z(y)ncoz(PW) Z0, then c0z(y)nC0z(PW)c coz(x) 
n coz(P “). This implies that if t is a small enough negative number, then 
z = ty +(l - t)x E P” n A(K). Since K is saturated, it follows that .z E K. 
Solving for y, we get y = sx +(l - s)z, where 0 < s < 1. If F is the smallest 
face of K containing y, then since x E K and z E K, we get x E F, a 
contradiction. n 
REMARK 4.8. From Theorem 4.7 it is easy to derive the necessity part of 
Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Suppose K is saturated and has extremes R,, . . . , R,. 
Then K is not a simplex if for some p - 1 extremes we have 
p-1 
U coz(R,(j)) = j(JICOZ(Rj)* 
j=l 
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Proof. We shall show that F = conv(RkClj,..., RkCp_lj) is not a proper 
face of K. By our condition we may choose x E F with the maximal (in K) 
number of nonzero rows. If F were a proper face, we could choose some 
y E K belonging to a different proper face. However, [z(y) \ z(x)] n 
coz( P “) = 0, contrary to Theorem 4.7. n 
EXAMPLE 4.10. Since the matrix T in Example 4.6 is qbp, Corollary 4.9 
implies K is not a simplex; while for S, since here K is a simplex, K can’t be 
saturated. 
I am indebted to the referee for pointing out in Section 3 the need to 
distinguish simpkxes and non.simpkxes, as well as for catching many small 
f3TTOt.S. 
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